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AFIDS concept of operation 
Change detection requires subpixel registration of images taken at 
different pointing angles 
This requires orthorectification of the images *-- 
4 
AFIDS uses image processing techniques to rectify images to an image 
map base (for projection'characteristics) and to a terrain map base (for 
relief correction) .- 2%..g 
The necessary accuracy for change detection is attained by a final 
correlation of the "master" and "secondary" mappqd images 
Only one resampling is required 
Process is automated 
Uses GeoTiff georeferencing concepts 
Based on NASAIJPL' s "VICAR" Image Processing System using 
tcYtk tools for the guifinterface 
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AFIDS processing flow 
Approximately locate the data using satellite position and 
pointing header information 
Correlate (-500 control points) to a map base (Landsat or 
CIB), adjust for elevation (DTED or SRTM), discard bad 
correlations h\ 
- Produce ultrafine grid for adjustment to map base and 
produce mapped image -- ;a' . -  
- Calculate ultrafine grid for elevation offsets using 
a 
elevation base and spacecraft model - 
Produce elevation corrected image and correlate it -again to 
map base (-600 control points), produce ultrafine grid 
Produce ultrafine grid for output mapping 
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AEIDS ~rocessing flow (Cont.) 
Produce mapped and elevation adjusted image, correlate to 
site image, output ultrafine grid b -. 
9 
Repeat last step if large pixel size difference between 
satellite image and site image, produce ultrafine grid 
1- 
; * A ' -  
Compose all of the ultrafine grids into a single grid and 
apply it to the raw satellite image to produce - the final 
image product 
The final grid can be applied to the other spectral bands 
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Correction steps 
(application dependent) 
AFIDS schematic 
. Raw image logging 4 
Map-Projected Image 
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Loop #3 Ephemeris Offset Correction I b U l l l V U D G U  
- 1' C- d nm:end 
Elevation Offset Correction 
Co-Registration Correction 
.All steps are cast as high precision grids. 
*Grids are composed into a single high precision grid. 
Final image 
.Thus, Only One Resampling of Data from Raw 
format to final coregistered Image. 
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AFIDS image ~rocessing: toolat 
Adaptive image correlator 
Ultrafine grid composition -. routine 
+. . 
Ultrafine grid image warping routine 
Surface fitting routine with polynomial and piecewise 
linear modes, output ultrafiiTe grid 
Spacecraft models for seven choices in .@IDS 
Map coordinates in image label 
Map processing in tables of data 
Interactive and batch modes 
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Summary: Geo-Coregistration Procedures 
Accuracy Assessment (RMSE @ 90%) 
I. 
Sensor Description . Pixels RMSE Pixels RMSR Meters RMSE Meters RMSE 
Master-to Base CUB Second-Image to haster-to Base Second-Image to 
Master CJB Master 
Quickbird Iraq 1.102 pixel 0.270 pixel 0.63m 0. lm 
-small relief 03Dec02 86Oelv 10°az (M) To CIB-5 - . . -  
r- +* 03Apr03 70°elv 02Oaz 
Ikonos Los Angeles, CA 14.23 pixel 8.8 pixel 14.2111 8.8m 
'3 
-urban scene 23A~g0174~elv 10l"az 0 To CIB-5 - 
28Aug0 1 74Oelv 202Oaz . - 
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AFIDS Software Deliveries Overview 
I Deliverv Date I 
auppurtea UvI v VL I with GIn r aralrel enhancements enhancements Beowulf Linux server cluster 
Sensors Landsat, - Add: . . - Add: I Add .-. I Add: (updates as 
Supported ASTER, Advanced  and D M S ~ ,  T-,~IXTTIK \ A T T T T n n  remiired nr 
MODIS Imager (ALI) , GOES, 3uppu1 L NTMIEO - Hyperion Meteosat 
Ikonos 
Quickbird .- ..- . ;'"  
Datasets DTED- 1 Add: Add: (updates as (updates as (updates as 
Supported SRTM-2 VMAP-1 for Global SRTM, required or required or required or 
9 Landsat Ortho water bdy Landsat, Cm-5, available) - 
. - available) available) CIB-5 & -1 CIB- 1 Datasets 
Capabilities Automatic CO- Add Add: Add: Add: - Add: 
Registration Multi-scene Co- Automatic Image Generic I/F to Graphics 
Registration; Upstream visualization spacecraft output 
Mosaic Scenes; Processing fiont end models support; 
15m DEMs with Support FFTW 
ASTER&SRTM algorithm 
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Summary 
The Earth has been digitally mapped several times 
at high labor and-dollar cost h -. 
Z 
Subsequent mappings can be done faster and 
cheaper using computer .- c~melation 4 to existing 
map bases 
Only one resampling 
Automated 
Fast and cheap mapping allows image fusion to a 
high degree of accuracy 
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'6% " , ; Automatic Co-Registration Procedure 
for High-Resolution Commercial Imagery Steps: w u 
1. Map project and position image using ephemeris provided 
2. Co-register a grid of tiepoints (typically 10x1 0) in image to master Controlled 
Image Base (CIB) or Digital Orthophoto Quads iDOQ) .*__ orthorectified mosaic 
database using a median elevation height for the scene '. 
3. Using an elevation model; ray-trace correct for horizontal shifts caused by terrain 
and sensor view angle. Compute an ultra-fine mesh grid of offsets (e.g. 500x500) 
. . .PW'- .  
4. Identify first image as the Master, co-register -subsequent images to the master. 
Master should be most-close to a nadir view. 
5. Project to desired projection for area of interest as reqGred 
Reference: . -. 
Nevin A. Bryant, Thomas L. Logan, Albert L. Zobrist, "Precision Automatic Co-RegistrationProcedures for 
Spacecraft Sensors", Paper 6550 published in the ASPRS Annual Meeting Proceedings, Denver, CO, May 27, 
2004 
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Essential Algorithms & Procedures: 
( I )  GeoTIFF Label Embedding 
Raster Data is often related to MapIModel space 
by simple rotation, translation and scaling. 
" "I MAP SPACE 
ModelTiePointTag: This tag stores raster-to-model bepolat pars in the order (I, J,K, X,Y ,Z.. .), where 
(I,J,K) is the point at location (1,J) in raster space with pixel-value K, and (X,Y,Z) is a vector in 
model space. A single tiepoint, together with the Pixelscale tag (below), completely determines the 
relationship between raster and sodel space, provided the raste? sage iyortho-corrected to the map 
projection geometry of the model space. 
ModelPixelScaleTaq: This tag is provided for defining linear, non-rotated transformations between 
raster and model space. The tag consists of t h e h e  DOUBLE format values (ScaleX, ScdeY, 
ScaleZ), where ScaleX and ScaleY give the horizontal and vertical spacing of the raster pixels. The 
ScaleZ is primarily used to map the pixel value of a digital elevation model into the correct Z-scale. 
"'4 
ModelTransformationTag: This tag provided for def-g exact Bear (affine) transformations 
between raster and model space. The ModelTransformationTag may be used to spec@ the 3D 
transformation matrix and offset between the raster space (and its dependent pixel-value space) and 
the (possibly 3D) model space. 
Administration 
Figure 3: Graphic representation of cartographic hierarchy as implemented in GeoTIFF. Examples are shown for each class of variables, and availabbr 
parameter fields are shown at botttom. Read left to right to "compose" from fundamental elements (Units) to derivative elements (PCS). 
Parameters by EPSG (European Petroleum Survey Group), and data model by POSC (Petrotechnical Open Software Corp). Vertical dimensions not :;how 
